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Comments: Use the space provided in the text area below for your comments.
The instructor took time out of his day to critique my papers and push my knowledge and understanding to the best
of my abilities. I appreciated the encouraging critism and the care toward the students.
Dr. Pearson is an excellent professor. He wants the best for his students, challenging us in many different ways.
Responsible Self is a very tough class, but I enjoyed taking the class from Dr. Pearson.
This is by far the most difficult class I have ever participated in.
Dr. Pearson is a good teacher. I felt like I truly learned to think critically in his class.
I do not think that having everyone going around saying what they found interesting in the assigned reading was not
very beneficial. I left not knowing what was actually important in the text or what the author truly believed. It made
writing papers more challenging because we didn’t have a clear understanding. More lecturing and less discussion
would have provided a clearer understanding of the course material. However, Dr. Pearson was a great teacher and
challenged us to figure out what we truly believe and then learn how to articulate it.
I really like this teacher... and hope that he will continue to teach at Jewell so that I can take more courses with him.
Great job overall... he challenged me to a higher writing and thinking standard.
Dr. Pearson is a great professor. He obviously cares about students’ success and is willing to consult with students
on how to improve their writing, thinking, etc. He has high expectations. He has a more than basic understanding in
many areas and especially so in his own area of expertise. I wanted to take a course with him next semester but
was unable to due to schedule conflicts with courses in my major. I feel that I have learned a lot of valuable and
important information from this course, not only about the concepts discussed but about my own strengths and
weaknesses and abilities, etc.

